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INTRODUCTION

A widely used method to investigate thyroid gland carcinomas, but also disorders of the thyroid gland is
the measurement of the l31J-retention behaviour using a high-sensitivity whole-body counter (HWBC).
Normally just the retention of oral administered Radioiodine is controlled. However, it is possible to
visualize the distribution of 131J (using a modified profilescantechnique) beside the retention in the human
body and this provides much better information on human metabolism as will be demonstrated in the
following.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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Fig.l: Detector configuration.

To demonstrate the power of the high sensitive profilescantechnique we investigated 28 patients with total
thyroid gland ectomy before and after I31J-therapy. To ensure the absence of new metastasis and to localize
remains of thyroid gland oral dosis with 20 uCi of radioactive Jodine has been provided. One hour and 72
hours after administration linear profile scan measurements relative to a comparative standard have been
done by the HWBC. Thereby each patient was placed at a fixed position on the bed. The profile of count
rates was measured by the profile scanning system using a special detector configuration shown in Fig. 1.
The profile scanning system used consists of four 8"x4" NaJ(Tl)-crystals with multi-slit focused collimators
inside a massive shielding chamber. The scanning motion (scanning time 600 s, scanning length 190 cm)
and the data aquisitation was controlled separatly for each detector by a central computer.

To study the rate of accumulation of 131J in the human body after its oral administration the retention value
has been calculated from the measured count rates and a correction of background and patient activity has
been done.
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Fig.2: Patient with total thyreoid ectomy before 13IJ-therapy, retention value: 2.32 %.
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Fig. 3: Patient with total thyreoid ectomy after 131J-therapy, retention value: 7.58
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The profiles thus obtained for each scanning detector represents the longitudinal localization of the 13lJ-dis-
tribution. To achieve the three-dimensional portrayal of the 131J-distribution by the linear profile scan
measurements a computational model1 has been used. The model based on the special detector
configuration allows to determine the distribution of radioactivity in the human body from the measured
counts (beside the 131J-retention behaviour). So count rates can be directly atrributed to organs of the human
body.

RESULTS

After oral administration of 13IJ, the inorganic iodide is absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract within one
hour and is completely transformed to plasma and extraiodide pool. Major portion of the total iodine
content is taken up by metastasis, most of which is in the form of iodinated aminoacids and the rest of the
portion is excreted by the kidney. Normally a retention value of more than 3 % after 72 hours after
administration is interpreted as a possible of metastasis. Regarding the spatial J131-distribution in addition
a decision between localisation and dislocalisation is possible. Thereby it turned out that one of 10 patients
with total thyroid gland ectomie before 131J-therapy showed a retention value of 2.32 % although a localiza-
tion could be detected shown in Fig.2. On the other side none of the patients after 131J-therapy showed up
a localization indicating a metastasis even 25 % had a retention value of more than 3 %. Looking just at
the retention values the possibiltiy of disorders cannot be excluded of certainty but regarding the three-
dimensional distribution in addition a decision between localization and dislocalization is possible (Fig.3).
So the physiological or pathalogical meaning of the retention value can be easily interpreted without further
investigations by a gammacamera with much higher dosis (20 mCi).
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